Abstract

Julian Simon argued that more people were associated with more prosperity: human talents were the “ultimate resource” and the force behind rising living standards. The last 30 years have been consistent with that view. But, globally, we are making fewer workers—and, more importantly, fewer potential innovators. In rich countries, human capital is growing considerably more slowly than in the past. Meanwhile innovation per researcher appears to be dropping as the population of researchers ages, while it takes longer to get to the knowledge frontier and more collaboration to expand it. Combined with the fact we are increasingly intolerant of risk and increasingly desirous of innovations in sectors where it is particularly hard to increase productivity, it is little surprise that productivity growth is indeed declining. To extend our two-century era of comparatively rapid progress we need radically reduced discrimination in the global opportunity to innovate.
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Introduction

Against the Malthusian worldview in which population growth encroached on natural limits to output, condemning humanity to poverty, Julian Simon argued that more (educated) people were associated with more prosperity. Simon’s 1981 book *The Ultimate Resource* suggested that human talents were the force behind rising living standards and, in particular, that talent-powered adaptation and innovation prevented natural resources becoming a constraint on progress.

Since then, work by Michael Kremer and others has pointed in a similar direction: the period of most rapid global per capita income growth has been that with the largest global populations. And, as predicted by Simon, natural resources have remained sufficiently abundant that they have not constrained growth. Marian Tupy and Gale Pooley look at the prices of 50 commodities from bananas through iron, natural gas, wheat and wool over the period 1980 to 2018 and find that the amount of time the average person on planet earth would have to work in order to buy a basket of those commodities fell by 72 percent over that 38 year period. “Human capital” rules in terms of global output: the World Bank estimates stocks of natural capital including farmland and subsoil assets accounted for just six percent of global capital stocks in 2018, compared to 64 percent for human capital (the remainder being produced capital: houses, factories, offices, infrastructure).

But Simon was also worried that the human resource constraint appeared to be tightening. “There is only one important resource which has shown a trend of increasing scarcity rather than increasing abundance. That resource is the most important of all—human beings…. if we measure the scarcity of people the same way that we measure the scarcity of other economic goods—by how much we must pay to obtain their services—we see that wages and salaries have been going up all over the world … a clear indication that people are becoming more scarce even though there are more of us.”

This is, of course, mostly to be celebrated. Higher incomes are a vital part of improved quality of life. But a growing “ultimate resource scarcity” really is upon us. We continue to make progress in our ability to find, extract and efficiently use natural resources to create value. But we are making fewer workers—and, more importantly, fewer potential innovators. Evidence of declining productivity in research and development adds to these concerns. We can surely extend our two-century era of comparatively rapid progress through reduced discrimination and a greater focus on innovation, but it still appears likely that the rate of growth of living standards will eventually decline. On the plus side, a world of ten billion living sustainably at a technology frontier still slowly expanding would be beyond the most utopian dreams of our forebears: it is no reason to panic.

---

Imagine a simple model of progress. Technology is the key to output—more technology equals more production. Technology growth is a function of population and education, but as technology becomes more advanced, the benefits of population decline relative to education and, as it advances further, a declining marginal return to education sets in. In turn, education growth is a function of stocks of technology, because exploiting the marginal technological advance requires an increasing level of education (and so increases the returns to that education). Population increases with output (and so technology) but rising output per person slows population growth, as does more education.

Going through those assumptions in turn, the idea that technology is the “lever of riches” (to quote Joel Mokyr) is widely accepted. Far more than stocks of physical capital (infrastructure, factories) or (even) labor augmented by education, it is the fact that the amount produced by an equally educated worker operating with the same amount of capital stock has skyrocketed rather than declined with growing stocks which lies behind prosperity.

What lies behind technology growth is people innovating—creating new ideas and products. With more people, there are more minds to innovate. That said, as technology accumulates, it is less likely that someone who cannot build on the knowledge of past innovators through learning will be able to create something on the technology frontier (the technological innovation of stirrup required an understanding of horsemanship alongside some understanding of leather and ironworking, the Covid-19 vaccine a PhD level understanding of RNA manipulation and much else besides). Over time, the amount of learning required to reach the frontier has increased beyond the ability of one person to accomplish it alone, so that innovation becomes ever more a transactions-heavy process of collaboration, reducing technology production per educated person.

---

5 This is a model that borrows heavily from Galor, O., & Weil, D. N. (2000). Population, technology, and growth: From Malthusian stagnation to the demographic transition and beyond. *American Economic Review, 90*(4), 806–828. Note however that returns to education are associated with the level of technology not technology growth, income levels (not change) determine fertility, the model assumes a declining return from education and population to technology and that exploiting technology near the frontier takes an ever larger stock of human capital (Robert C. Allen, Technology and the great divergence: Global economic development since 1820, Explorations in Economic History, Volume 49, Issue 1, 2012, Pages 1–16 suggests this with regard to physical capital). Galor and Weil in turn build on the model of Michael Kremer, and, going further back, Auguste Comte argued in the early Nineteenth Century that the rate of progress was determined by levels of population (which increases pressure to innovate to stay above subsistence as well as allowing for division of labor), urbanization, life expectancy and boredom. Note Comte, like Simon, wasn’t worried about Malthusian counter-forces because by the time land pressure was an issue, the global population would be tenfold what it was in his day and “the more complete development of human nature ... will no doubt supply new means of resistance to the danger” (see Van Doren, 1967 *The Idea of Progress* Praeger NY p. 45 & p. 364). For a related model that emphasizes population growth and institutions see Jones, C. I. (2001). Was an industrial revolution inevitable? Economic growth over the very long run. *The BE Journal of Macroeconomics, 1*(2). I am (sort of) following Glaeser, E. L., La Porta, R., Lopez-de-Silanes, F., & Shleifer, A. (2004). Do institutions cause growth? *Journal of economic Growth, 9*(3), 271–303 in assuming education is a primary underlying cause of better policies and institutions.


Education rises in value as technology advances: not only does innovation require more learning, but utilizing (at least producer) technology advance does as well: literacy to understand machine instructions and related management skills. Turning to population growth, more output (including more food and medicines) allows for more people. But a greater opportunity cost of parental time due to rising incomes, declining mortality thanks to better nutrition and medication, and a rising value of education all shift the quantity-quality tradeoff with regard to children towards quality: fewer, more educated.

Start with a world of low population, very low education and limited technology—the pre-industrial world. At that point, technology advance is slow and what advance there is usually results in slightly more rapid population growth rather than sustained higher incomes. But the slow growth of population ensures technology advance slowly accelerates in turn, feeding back on population growth but also increasing returns to education. A more educated workforce speeds technological growth but also drives a wedge between rising output and population—and, as incomes rise, the wedge grows. At some point, however, declining returns to education set in: even a more educated population, certainly aging and potentially shrinking by that point, is inadequate to extend the run of rapid technological progress. As long as there are still people, technological progress does not stop, but it does considerably slow down (See Figure 1). In this paper I will argue that we are approaching the upper end of the technology and education s-curve, and near the peak of the population curve.

---

Technology is at least to a considerable degree a global public good. If it is the major force behind economic growth, what explains divergence of global incomes? In part it is that the education required to exploit technology is (also) a good imperfectly produced by the market. Direct consumers (children) are particularly ill-suited to judge quality or returns. But so, often, are parents, especially those with limited education themselves. In addition, education is a long-term investment in the next generation: credit constraints and uncertain returns especially at the start of the period of modern economic growth are likely to limit investment. Again, education has spillovers in that it is an important source of technology advance. Along with concerns over nation building, these will be reasons why there was a strong elite push for public, universal education in industrializing countries in the Nineteenth Century.

Note, however, that demand did not extend to universal education for colonial subjects: cost, racist beliefs around the supposed lower cognitive ability among indigenous populations, and a desire for colonies to focus on primary production surely all played a role. Even colonial subjects who enjoyed the opportunity of schooling faced obstacles to advance, reducing the demand for available education.

---

9 In considerable part, but far from completely. The international intellectual property regime is a barrier to adoption alongside trade secrets. In addition, while not taking way from their public good nature, technologies are designed for a particular setting—institutional, cultural, environmental, economic—and their utility can be considerably lower in other settings.


12 In Africa, for example, as late as the Second World War most schooling was provided by missionaries rather than the state. By 1950 estimated gross primary school enrollments (age 5–14) were below 10 percent for about one third of British and French colonies including Tanzania and Senegal and above 30 percent in only six colonies. Frankema, E. H. (2012). The origins of formal education in sub-Saharan Africa: was British rule more benign? European Review of Economic History, 16(4), 335–355.
This favored concentration of both modern production as well as technological advance in richer countries, which subsequently created new productive technologies requiring ever higher levels of education to manipulate, severely limiting the impact of technological advance on production in developing countries where education stocks remained limited. These countries nonetheless benefited from the resulting products themselves through trade: not least cheaper food and better medicine, which fostered population growth and convergence in measures of quality of life. With independence and the spread of universal public education, the global education gap began to close, leading to the potential for dramatic rates of ‘catch up’ growth for economies able to combine education with the policy fundamentals involved with export competitiveness.

Note this model misses important facets: not least, there is a large gap between the total (educated) population and the population with the opportunity and ability to innovate, and we will see that the technology we want has changed over time, from innovations that maximize material prosperity toward innovations which improve the quality of services. These factors may well considerably extend or reduce the period of rapid technological change. But the rest of this paper will argue we are nonetheless reaching toward the top of the technology s-curve.

The next sections provide evidence that population is peaking and that is linked to education and technology, but also that raw population becoming a less important driver of innovation. Education is plateauing in turn and returns to education in terms of technology advance seem to be declining. The paper elaborates on two reasons as to why suggested by the model: a growing distance to the frontier of knowledge and growing transactions costs related to the increased necessity of cooperation. It adds three more potential factors not directly implied by the model: aging, risk averseness, and that innovations we want are increasingly the innovations we are bad at producing. Next, the paper points to the fact that overall technology advance indeed appears to be slowing. The paper then turns to possible responses involving a better institutional environment to innovate, greater equality of opportunity in innovation and the potential role of artificial intelligence.


A caveat on (fuzzy) definitions and a resulting weakness in this paper: technology in its broad sense is the application of knowledge for practical purposes. In this paper, it frequently shrinks to being shorthand for techniques and approaches which reverse the expected declining return to capital and labor allowing ever more (market) output for a given set of (market) inputs, reflected in total factor productivity measures. And often the measures of technology advance I use are even less reflective of its broader meaning, including patent counts. A lot of the ways that technology (writ large) has influenced wellbeing are ill-reflected in market statistics (let alone patent counts) and the picture might well look different if those influences were better reflected. This is a subject for further work.

Ultimate resource supply constraints

With regard to population, the evidence is particularly clear that we are heading toward a global peak. Two years before Simon wrote about scarce humanity, Gary Becker warned that: “The price of children is the net cost of rearing them, and obviously depends on the cost of food, clothing, and housing. [But it] also depends on the value of the time spent on child care by parents, typically mothers. The foregone value of the time spent rearing children in modern economies is well over half the total cost.”¹⁶ That, he suggested, was a powerful force behind declining birth rates. Since he wrote, the opportunity cost of child rearing has continued to rise worldwide thanks both to greater gender equality and rising overall incomes, and fertility has dropped dramatically.¹⁷ Partly as a result, but also because returns to education combined with rapidly declining child mortality have led to a more acute quantity-quality tradeoff, we have passed peak child.¹⁸ More children were born in 2012 than any previous year in history. But more children were born in 2012 than any year since then, too.¹⁹

Across the richer parts of the world, fertility rates have dropped below replacement levels. High income fertility rates fell from 1.8 to 1.6 births between 1990 and 2019, while average rates in upper-middle income countries fell from 2.5 to 1.8 over the same time. Increasing life expectancy has so far blunted the impact on overall population levels, but that also accounts for a growing number of retirees. By 2050, there will be one retirement age person for every two people of working age in

17 It is worth noting we have also significantly raised the direct cost of childhood for parents, through regulatory interventions from car seats through requirements that children under a certain age should not be unaccompanied. See Nickerson, Jordan and Solomon, David H., Car Seats as Contraception (July 31, 2020). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3665046 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3665046.
high-income countries compared to one for every five as recently as 1990. In countries including Italy, Japan and South Korea, there will be more old and young dependents combined than workers in 2050.\textsuperscript{20}

The UN predicts peak working age population (20–64) for high income countries in 2023, at 740 million people. Add in upper middle income countries including Brazil and China and the peak comes just four years later, in 2027, at 2.31 billion people. By 2050, the high income working age population will have dropped to 682 million (an 8 percent decline from the peak in just 27 years). Add in upper middle income countries, and there will be 209 million fewer working age people in 2050 than at the 2027 peak, a decline of more than 9 percent in just 23 years.\textsuperscript{21}

It is worth noting that the countries which are currently responsible for the considerable majority of global innovation include some of those that are also seeing the most rapidly shrinking populations. As an imperfect measure, in 2020, China, the US, Japan, the Republic of Korea and Germany between them accounted for 93 percent of resident patent applications worldwide.\textsuperscript{22} UN predictions suggest that, collectively, their population aged 20 to 64 will be 184 million smaller in 2050 than it was in 2020.\textsuperscript{23} China’s working age population will drop by 160 million people between now and 2050—that change is about equal to the current total working age populations of Germany, the UK and Japan combined.

While poorer developing countries are further behind, they are also transitioning to low fertility and old age far more rapidly than did wealthier countries in the past. Bangladesh already has a fertility rate below replacement levels, and India’s at 2.2 children per woman, is barely above it.\textsuperscript{24} The world as a whole will reach peak working age population in the 2070s or before.

One direct response to this challenge would be to try to raise birth rates. Countries have tried various approaches including Singapore’s ‘National Night,’ complete with a song: “I’m a patriotic husband you’re my patriotic wife, let’s do our civic duty and manufacture life.” Not content, the country also introduced ‘baby bonuses’—about $1,500 for the second child and twice that for the third—alongside child tax credits.\textsuperscript{25} Singapore’s fertility rate is currently 1.14 per woman—only marginally above half of the replacement rate.\textsuperscript{26} The Czech Republic doubled birth allowances and its parental leave benefit

\begin{itemize}
\item[$\text{\textsuperscript{21}}$] Author’s calculation from 2022 UN population projections, medium variant, accessed 7/19/22. https://population.un.org/wpp/Download/Standard/Population/
\item[$\text{\textsuperscript{22}}$] World Bank World Development Indicators Patent applications, residents (IP.PAT.RESD) accessed 7/1/2022.
\item[$\text{\textsuperscript{24}}$] World Bank World Development Indicators https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.DYN.TFRT.IN?locations=SG
\end{itemize}
in 2007—four years later, the country’s birth rate was unchanged.\textsuperscript{27} Across countries, evidence suggests payments to parents do have some effect on birth rates, but it is small.\textsuperscript{28} Government-provided or subsidized childcare in Norway, Italy and Spain have also worked to increase fertility (as well as women’s labor force participation), but fertility rates in those countries remain at 1.2 (Italy, Spain) to 1.5 (Norway) births per woman.\textsuperscript{29}

**The role of education**

Simon noted the role of education in the knowledge production function, and including it does extend grounds for optimism.\textsuperscript{30} Raw population appears to be an ever-worse measure of innovative capacity, with the size of the educated population mattering far more. Using the imperfect measure of patenting once again, over time, more Swedish inventors who patent have a PhD.\textsuperscript{31} In Japan and the US, 88 percent and 94 percent respectively of international patent holders have a college degree and 13 percent and 45 percent have a PhD.\textsuperscript{32} Looking across countries at variation in resident patenting, and accounting for the size of the tertiary-educated population over 25, the total population over 25 is actually slightly negatively associated with patenting levels.\textsuperscript{33}

The good news is that America and the World as a whole has never been more educated, giving even more people the opportunity to stand on the shoulders of giants by learning about innovations and discoveries of the past. In 1950, there were only 28 million people of working age (20–65) worldwide who had post-secondary education. By 2020, that had risen to 840 million people, and the number


\textsuperscript{33} Data from World Bank World Development Indicators, https://databank.worldbank.org/source/world-development-indicators, accessed 10/28/2022. 49 countries with 2015 tertiary education stock (SE.TER.CUAT.ST.ZS) and patent data (IP.PAT.RESD). Population over 25 estimated as (SP.POP.TOTL^*(100–(SP.POP.1519.MA.5Y+ SP.POP.2024.MA.5Y)))/100)-SP.POP.0014.TO).
may climb past a billion by 2030. In the US, the proportion of 18–24 year olds who are in college or who have completed at least some college has risen from 38 percent in 1967 to 63 percent in 2020. In China, the gross tertiary enrollment rate (the number of college students expressed as a proportion of the college age population) was only about one in a thousand in 1970, now it is closer to six out of ten. In Germany, the rate climbed from 34 percent in 1991 to 73 percent in 2019, in South Korea from 38 to 98 percent over that same period. College enrollments worldwide have climbed from 10 percent to 40 percent over the past half-century.

But educational attainment is not rising as fast as it was. Barro and Lee provide measures of average years of education in the population above fifteen and the size of that population. The stock of education was rising at an annualized rate of 2.7 percent in the US between 1950 and 1980 and at 1.4 percent in the years between 1980 and 2010. For China the same numbers are 6.0 percent for the earlier period and 3.1 percent for the later period (although notably, for Germany, there was an acceleration, from 0.8 percent to 2.3 percent). In the US since the 1990s, education rates have levelled: roughly 85% of kids graduate from high school, roughly one third graduate from 4-year colleges. US undergraduate enrollment actually fell from 18.1 million in 2010 to 15.9 million in 2020 and the number of PhDs awarded has plateaued. Stocks of human capital per person in the country that include a measure of working hours climbed by about 60 percent between 1960 and 2000, but there it has stuck thanks both to stalling enrollment and a declining proportion of working age people in the population who are working somewhat fewer hours. Looking forward, worldwide, the working age (20–65) population with post-secondary education doubled between 2000 and 2020, but it may only increase 58 percent 2020–2040.

With regard to the quality of that education, sadly, we have failed to find innovation that allows for rapidly improved learning speeds. Indeed, according to available measures we spend more and more

---


on education while test scores are flat and PhD completion takes ever longer. In the second half of the Twentieth Century, US spending on education increased sixfold on a real per capita basis, while the evidence on improving test scores over that period is at best mildly positive. Meanwhile, the decline in the frequency of Nobel-worthy achievements among younger scientists is not primarily driven by a declining youth population but reflects a sharp decline in early life productivity. In part that is because even future Nobel prize winners have been taking longer to finish their PhD studies, and that rising age of graduation tracks the rising age of Nobel-worthy research.

**Declining returns?**

More immediately concerning, there appears to be a declining return in terms of technology development from each educated person. Put another way, the amount of research effort required to sustain the same rate of technology growth is rising. For example, Bloom, Jones, Van Reenen, and Webb estimate that the number of researchers working on semiconductors has increased eighteenfold since 1971, but Moore’s law (the doubling of chip density every two years) applied throughout that period. That suggests recently it has required 18 times the amount of research effort as in the early 1970s in order to double chip density. Looking at agricultural yields, there are 25 times the crop researchers in the US compared to 1960, but corn yields have only increased linearly.

Models that link researcher numbers with output often implicitly assume that researchers create knowledge that instantly diffuses economy wide and leads to a permanent increase in output. That’s an important over-simplification: most technology diffusion models suggest there can be decades between a new innovation and its ubiquitous adoption. In addition, technologies do eventually become obsolete. And if you look at some specific examples—measures of wheat yields and research effort behind new wheat varieties in the US, for example—using these more complex models,


you don’t see evidence of declining researcher productivity. But those more complex models taken to their limits are perhaps even more, and surely excessively, depressing: it suggests a constant level of research effort would at some point be fully taken up with replacing obsolete technologies, potentially implying zero effect on output growth.

Again, if you account for the fact that researchers produce their breakthroughs in increasingly fancy labs filled with expensive equipment, the picture might be a little brighter: Jakub Growiec and colleagues suggest that allowing for their measure of R&D capital, labor productivity of researchers as measured in numbers of patents produced has actually been climbing at about one percent a year. The bad news is that raw patent counts are a weak measure of technological advance. Measures of patent quality (likelihood of being cited and so on) suggest that it has been declining. The overall number of patents issued has been skyrocketing at a time when measures of output and total factor productivity growth have been heading in the other direction. And the role of physical capital is decidedly secondary as a persistent factor in the creation of scientific knowledge.

Finally, it is worth caveating that just because trends in a particular line of enquiry show decreasing returns (understanding the nature of the universe, fitting more transistors on the chip, maximizing wheat yields) does not damn enquiry in the aggregate to similar decline. Instead, we can switch to another line of enquiry: The major solution to global food shortages was not perfecting bird poop mining on the Guano Islands, but switching to the Haber-Bosch process to create artificial fertilizer. Or we can find utterly new products or services to perfect in a new way (as it might be online bookselling or lithium-ion battery weight for storage). Even if Moore’s law itself is breaking down, Christopher McGee and colleagues suggest exponential progress can be seen in the cost of optical fiber capacity, lumens of light produced by a dollar’s worth of LEDs, the watt-hours produced by a kilogram of battery weight, and in areas from electricity transmission through superconductivity to engines and turbines and genome sequencing. Protein folding, mRNA, geothermal power and the cost of space launches dropping two hundredfold suggest exponential isn’t dead yet, even if it has switched gear.

50 See for example Bombs, Brains, and Science: The Role of Human and Physical Capital for the Creation of Scientific Knowledge Fabian Waldinger, The Review of Economics and Statistics (2016) 98(5), 811–831. He compares the impact of the dismissal of scientists in Nazi Germany and World War II bombings, and finds physical capital shocks had small and temporary impacts on research output compared to large and persistent impact of human capital shocks—especially the dismissal of star scientists.
But at the long-term aggregate level, while growth rates in the US have been remarkably stable, the number of researchers has increased enormously—twenty-three-fold since 1930. More recently the number of researchers employed in the United States climbed 150 percent between 1980 and 2015 but we will see productivity growth has been slowing. The same story appears true for China and Germany, and, at least outside manufacturing, for Japan as well.

Getting to the frontier

Why is this? Think of the capital investment Newton needed to make in order to figure out the laws of gravity. Some pens and straight edges, perhaps the opportunity cost of a piece of fruit. Even 160 years later, Ernest Rutherford’s 1911 paper on the nucleus of the atom in was sole-authored, and the research infrastructure largely consisted of a source of alpha radiation, some gold foil, a screen coated with zinc sulfide, a dark room and a research assistant. Compare the two papers announcing the discovery of the Higgs particle, which had a combined total of about 2,000 authors. That reflects the fact that finding the Higgs particle simply took immensely more complex empirical science that include a 27 kilometer ring of superconducting magnets crossing the Franco-Swiss border that consumes 1.3 terawatt hours of electricity a year but also a full-time team of 2,500 supported by an additional 15,000 people worldwide.

A list of 2,000 authors suggests the number of discrete skills involved in reaching the frontier, and the fact that no one person, or even a small group of people, is likely to have all of the knowledge and skills required to reach it. Newton coined the idea of standing on the shoulders of giants, but there were fewer giants to clamber up in the Seventeenth Century. Since then, the human pyramid has grown from Djoser to Giza-like proportions. As we have seen, young people have to wait longer to get to the knowledge frontier: Nobel-prizewinning work is occurring later and the age at first patentable innovation in the US is trending upwards at 0.6 years per decade.

But in addition, individuals reach an ever-smaller part of the frontier. Technological advance is no longer about Renaissance men inventing new techniques of perspective in the morning and new understandings of the pulmonary system in the afternoon, nor even Nineteenth Century engineers like Brunel building paddlewheel liners, designing suspension bridges, laying out railway lines,
and designing mobile hospitals. The number of innovators who patent in different fields over time (aeronautics and hydraulics, as it might be—topics that Leonardo DaVinci managed to straddle with ease) is declining. The combination of working longer to reach a smaller part of the frontier implies a shrinking number of years of creativity in ever narrower fields for new innovators.

**Transactions costs of cooperation**

The cooperation increasingly central to breakthroughs comes with transactions costs, further slowing advance. The importance of human connections to innovation is demonstrated by Jaravel, Petkova & Bell. Looking at US patent inventors from 1996 to 2012, they find that the premature death of a member of a team of co-inventors causes a significant and long-lasting decline in the future earnings and innovation of their surviving team members. That will help explain why, in the U.S., team size in patentable inventions increasing at 17% per decade, and there is similar evidence of growing research teams in a range of academic fields as well as an increasing quality premium for team-based versus solo innovation. The growing need for a 'creativity ecosystem' may also be why researchers increasingly physically cluster together close to colleagues and competitors, even while modern communications technologies have made collaboration over distance considerably more straightforward.

And while advances in communications may have considerably increased the choice of potential collaborators, the actual act of collaboration still takes the same time. People don’t talk faster over a coffee or glass of wine than they used to, or even read emails much faster than they read early typescript. Again, it is really hard for the average person to keep in contact with more than about 200 people, so that collaborations involving thousands have to involve second- and third-hand connections, with the multiplying transactions costs implied. Mounting financial and transactions costs of big projects will be one reason why a survey of principal investigators of US federally funded

---

57 The pure scale of much modern scientific research also limits the competitive or serendipitous discovery process. If not Newton, it is likely someone else would come up with his laws in time, even if perhaps under a different tree. It seems somewhat more doubtful that whatever knowledge the Hadron Collider produces could be produced without something that looks a bit like the Hadron Collider, and the world doesn’t have very many.


research projects found that 44% of their working hours associated with those projects was spent on meeting administrative and other requirements rather than conducting active research.  

**Aging**

Aging populations linked to better health and declining fertility may be another factor behind reduced innovation. Lower fertility in one decade reliably translates into lower labor force growth two decades later, and Harvard’s Nicole Maestas and colleagues use this regularity to unpack the relationship between population aging and growth across US states. They suggest that, between 1980 and 2010, aging accounted for a 0.3 percentage point decrease in the annual rate of growth over a time period when the average growth rate was 1.8 percentage points. But only one-third of that is the direct effect of slower labor force growth. Two-thirds of the reduction is because of lower labor productivity growth across all ages. Analysis by the IMF suggests that in the past few decades, a rising share of the older workforce may have reduced European total factor productivity (TFP) growth by a tenth of a percentage point a year, and moving forward this effect may double.

One mechanism will be that a shrinking, aging labor force is associated with a declining rate of new firm creation. Looking at the share of entrepreneurs across countries (defined as “manages and owns a business that is up to 42 months old and pays wages”), a 3.5 year rise in the median age results in a 2.5 percentage point decline in the entrepreneurship rate—over 40 percent of the mean entrepreneurship rate across countries. Faith Karahan and colleagues studied the declining rate of firm startup in the US and suggest the change in the labor supply growth rate could account for 40 to 70 percent of the change in the startup rate between 1979–81 and 2005–07. Back in 1976, about seventeen new businesses were created for every hundred existing enterprises and about 13 out of 100 businesses closed. By 2015, that was down closer to ten new arrivals and eight closures. Similarly, in 1976, about 22 new jobs were created for each existing job while 15 jobs disappeared. By 2014 that...
THE ULTIMATE RESOURCE IS PEAKING

was down to 14 and 12 (though note the pandemic and post-pandemic period saw both job churn and
new startups increase).  

A declining population made up of ever-older people will also be less individually creative than a
young and growing population. Psychological and medical research suggests cognitive abilities
reach maximum level in the 20s and early 30s, declining considerably by the age of 50. Similarly,
studies of research and innovation output point to productivity peaks in the thirties and forties. 

We have seen there is a rising minimum age commensurate with having reached toward some
frontiers of knowledge: Nobel Prize winning contributions before age 26 are extremely rare, and
none have involved work begun earlier than age 19, and we’ve seen it is taking longer for Nobelists to
complete their PhDs. But there’s also a peak of creativity not long thereafter. A study of 2,026 notable
scientists and inventors from antiquity to the 20th century found that contributions peak on average
at age 39. Again, a dataset of the ages of 1.2 million U.S.-resident inventors patenting between 1976
and 2017 suggest that patenting rates peak at around the early 40s. 

Kalyani finds that ‘creative’ patents associated with improvement in stock market valuations and
firm-level productivity are considerably more likely to be filed by first-time inventors, and suggests
that falling population growth (and so fewer new inventors) might account for as much as 42 percent
of the observed decline in US patent creativity (which is that the average patent in 2018 is less than
half as creative as a patent in 1981) and 32 percent of the recent decline in productivity growth.

As with research and development, and doubtless for similar reasons, peak entrepreneurial potential
appears to be in young middle age. Or look at other creative fields: Paul McCartney wrote *Yesterday*
at 23, co-wrote *She’s Leaving Home* at age 25, but was reduced to writing *We All Sing Together* with the


71 Jones, B., Reedy, E. J., & Weinberg, B. A. (2014). *Age and scientific genius* (No. w19866). National Bureau of Economic Research. (The increasing rate of later lifecycle achievements is driven by an aging population, not by rising productivity at older ages increased productivity at later ages).

72 For solo inventors, citing other patents increased with age, suggesting the value of experience, while the number of inventors citing the patent itself as well as other measures of the utility of the patent declined with age, suggesting novelty in innovation may be a feature of youth. Kaltenberg, M., Jaffe, A. B., & Lachman, M. E. (2021). Invention and the Life Course: Age Differences in Patenting (No. w28769). National Bureau of Economic Research.


Frog Chorus at 46. Mozart died at age 35, surely a tragic loss to friends and family, but perhaps it saved him from writing for the *Frosh Concerto*.

Despite the greater creativity of younger innovators, research funding is increasingly directed toward older researchers, an institutional failing that increases the impact of an aging workforce on outputs. Since a 1994 change in US law, universities have been prohibited from forcing faculty to retire at age 70. Given many have tenure, that means they can go on until they drop. From 1971 to 1993, 1% of US faculty were over 70. From 1994 onward, an average of 14% of faculty were over 70. And as it is easier to get grants renewed rather than apply for the first time, this has further entrenched the dominance of old researchers. Looking at the National Institutes of Health research budget of about $30 billion annually in grants, in 1980, 21 percent were awarded to researchers under the age of 35. That has declined to below two percent. Meanwhile the share awarded to those over 65 has increased from below one percent to nearly ten percent. The average age at first grant award has increased from 34 years old to 44 years old since 1970.

Pierre Azoulay and colleagues summarize the problem of an aging research community rather macabrely in their paper title “Does Science Advance One Funeral At a Time?” in which they find premature death of a star scientist is followed by a flow of papers into their field by new authors who write papers that are highly cited. “[O]ur results suggest that once in control of the commanding heights of their fields, star scientists tend to hold on to their exalted position a bit too long,” they conclude.

**Risk averseness**

Along with ‘supply side’ issues regarding the number and abilities of innovators, as well as the increasing complexity of creating new ideas, there are ‘demand side’ issues including the appetite for risk and the kind of innovations that people want. A number of studies of health behavior conclude that people with shorter life expectancy will take greater health risks—the assumption being, what have they got to lose? But the reverse also applies: people who can otherwise expect a long, comfortable lifestyle are likely to be less inclined to risk it. And the value of a statistical life goes up

---

75 Again, 37% of faculty are 55 or older, compared to 23% of all U.S. workers. Data from College and University Professional Association for Human Resources https://www.cupahr.org/surveys/research-briefs/2020-aging-of-tenure-track-faculty-in-higher-ed-implications-for-succession-diversity/ accessed 10/28/2022.
as countries get richer, in approximate lockstep with GDP. In turn that drives greater regulation and control of risks, which in turn may reduce the potential to innovate.

It is broadly a good thing that we are becoming more risk averse, in that it is a force for reduced violence and the regulation of perils. But emphasizing the preservation of existing material comfort and security is not the strongest force for technological and societal progress, and regulation can carry deadweight costs. The recent Covid-19 pandemic provides examples. While vaccines were created in record time, FDA regulatory decisions significantly delayed the availability of tests, for example. Similarly, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has to be held somewhat accountable for the fact that only one commercially operating power reactor in the US is less than twenty years old. Or, with regard to Internet innovation in Europe, looking at 4.1 million apps at the Google Play Store from 2016 to 2019, the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation induced the exit of about a third of available apps; and in the period following implementation, entry of new apps fell by half.

The innovation we want

Perhaps even more significant is the fact that the progress we are continuing to make in research remains concentrated in the creation of stuff (reflected not least in the continually declining cost of equipment) while what we want to consume is increasingly not stuff, but services like education, care and entertainment.

Services now account for two thirds of global GDP (and 80 percent of US GDP). The trend will continue as economies age: within the US, compared to households in their early 30s, the service expenditure shares of households in their early 60s are 8 percentage points higher, and the service shares of expenditures of those over 80 are 27 percentage points higher. (Major drivers of the change are that young people spend more on cars while old people spend more on health and domestic...


82 Data from Nuclear Regulatory Commission: https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML2130/ML21300A286.pdf p.31 accessed 10/28/2022. A non-innovation-related example is road infrastructure: real spending per mile on Interstate construction increased more than threefold from the 1960s to the 1980s. The major factors don’t appear to have been per unit labor or materials prices, but instead increases in income, housing prices and “citizen voice” in government decision-making. States construct more ancillary structures (bridges and ramps), and interstates take more wiggly routes in later years of the program when mandated environmental review and citizen input became widespread. Brooks, Leah, and Zachary Liscow. “Infrastructure costs.” In 111th Annual Conference on Taxation. NTA, 2018.


services.\textsuperscript{86} Across countries, and after controlling for income, a 1 percentage point increase in the fraction of population that is over 65 is associated with a 1.3–1.5 percentage point increase in the service shares of value-added and employment.\textsuperscript{87}

We have seen that with education, productivity growth has traditionally been very slow—and the same applies to a considerable part of the services sector.\textsuperscript{58} That suggests not only are ideas becoming harder to find, we want to find harder ideas. More and more of the progress we went requires breakthroughs not from the insight of chemists and engineers but the sort of advance you might hope would come from politicians, lawyers, accountants, restaurateurs, educators, healthcare managers and social scientists, and it isn’t clear these groups are up to the challenge.

Sixty-nine percent of US Business R&D in 2009 (the latest year for which the OECD has data) was still in manufacturing (another 16 percent was in ‘computer and related activities’). Most other parts of the economy barely get a look-in.\textsuperscript{89} Again, more than 70 percent of U.S. corporate patents are in manufacturing.\textsuperscript{90}

We have simply been better at doing research on practical ideas to make things more efficient or make new things in the stuff space than the ‘not stuff’ space. A lot of the ‘not stuff’ space is about social interactions and public goods where there isn’t enough data to conclusively answer questions and test advances even in a single context. And with material progress, research pays off, and often pays off globally: Creating fertilizer using the Haber-Bosch process works everywhere, vaccines work everywhere (even if the institutions and infrastructure to deliver them does not). But with non-material progress science often doesn’t work so well or translate so easily to other contexts or lead to a product that can be marketed. We have a problem of statistical power regarding the macro

\textsuperscript{86} Looking at health care in particular, the diminishing marginal utility of non-health consumption combined with a rising statistical value of life both encourage greater spending on worldwide. Projections based on past spending growth suggest that health expenditures alone in the US may reach 33 percent by the middle of the century. Hall, R. E., & Jones, C. I. (2007). The value of life and the rise in health spending. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 122(1), 39–72.\textsuperscript{87} And despite the fact the relationship between health care spending and actual health is tenuous, circumstances will force the trend onwards. Not least, across 30 high income countries, the share of the population that will likely rely on long-term care (in that they are elderly and have mobility or other disabilities that constrain self-reliance) will rise from 2.9 of the population to 4.2 percent between 2020 and 2040. Kotschy, R., & Bloom, D. E. (2022). A Comparative Perspective on Long-Term Care Systems (Working Paper No. 15228). Institute of Labor Economics (IZA).


Technology advance is slowing

To be fair to researchers in service delivery, the problem may also be significantly on the demand side: people simply aren’t very good at consuming services, still taking a similar time to watch a movie, read a book or enjoy a concerto as their parents. But wherever the fault ultimately lies with regard to slowing innovation per educated person, we certainly appear to have a problem. In 2005, Jonathan Huebner studied a list of 8583 important events in the history of science and technology and suggested that the rate of innovation reached a peak as long as a hundred years ago. He concludes "This decline is most likely due to an economic limit of technology or a limit of the human brain that we are approaching. We are now approximately 85% of the way to this limit, and the pace of technological development will diminish with each passing year."95

This is one, eminently arguable, measure, but others point in the same direction. Economist Thomas Philippon has looked at past patterns of TFP growth in the US as a whole and for private firms and then for 23 advanced countries over 129 years—and in all three cases he suggests that total factor productivity grows in a pattern that usually looks additive rather than exponential. That implies slower growth rates in future.96

There are good reasons to cast doubt on the scale of the productivity slowdown. Not least, we are increasingly buying things that used to be outside the GDP statistics: cooking, cleaning, care services.

---

94 For example: “We compared the behavioral scientists’ predictions to random chance, linear models, and simple heuristics like “behavioral interventions have no effect” and “all published psychology research is false.” We find that behavioral scientists are consistently no better than - and often worse than—these simple heuristics and models.” Bowen, Dillon, (2022), Simple models predict behavior at least as well as behavioral scientists, Papers, arXiv.org, https://EconPapers.repec.org/RePEc:arx:papers:2208.01167.
That has made GDP statistics more reflective of real life, suggesting some of the productivity slowdown is actually more about better reflecting an economy that was never changing as fast as it looked. It also suggests some of the rising demand for non-stuff is just rising demand for non-stuff provided by the market. Again, the impact of the Internet and the free goods it provides is imperfectly accounted for in the statistics.

At the same time, we all have dining rooms and kitchens and now so do a lot of restaurants—our capital is working less hard, and there are transactions costs of contracting out incompletely contractable work. And these activities are all still low productivity. And it appears that even accounting for mismeasurement, the TFP slowdown is real. Not least, the productivity slowdown is a phenomenon across multiple countries with very different consumption patterns, and estimates of the surplus created by Internet applications like Google fall considerably short of the $3 trillion scale of “missing output” implied by the productivity statistics (and if they didn’t we’d have to be underestimating output and productivity growth rates of the involved industries by multiples). 97

**Responses**

William Baumol argued that where entrepreneurs put their efforts will depend on the returns they can expect in different activities, and that will be driven by institutional factors. 98 On the positive side, this suggests creating institutional environments that encourage more entrepreneurs into the creation of public good technologies would have a payback. 99 Evidence that ‘institutional quality’ can impact innovation includes that higher scores on the World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indicators are associated with a higher rate of patent applications, 100 countries with more developed equity markets see more innovation in high-tech, 101 stronger shareholder protections and better access to stock market financing boost R&D investment. 102 (The relationship between intellectual property rights and innovation is less straightforward: looking at 177 changes in patent policy across


99 For example, DeLong argues that underpinning the rapid technological progress of the late 1800s and early 1900s was the creation of the industrial research lab, the large modern corporation and globalization which, between them, eased the supply and considerably increased the demand for innovation. DeLong, J. B. (2022). *Slouching towards Utopia: An economic history of the twentieth century*. Basic Books.


60 countries over 150 years Lerner finds little evidence that stronger patent laws increase rates of innovation.\textsuperscript{103}

And we can simply throw more money at the problem: worldwide, R&D as a proportion of GDP averages about 2.63\%, but some countries see shares of 5\% or more, with government support explaining a good deal of the variance.\textsuperscript{104} And government subsidy of early-stage innovation is associated with the financing, success, and profitability of innovative companies.

But it may be that fostering greater equality of opportunity to innovate has the largest long-term potential to sustain technological advance. In the US, children from high-income (top 1\%) families are 10 times as likely to become inventors (patent holders) as those from below-median income families, and the gap is not explained by differences in math test scores.\textsuperscript{105}

Looking at gender discrimination, there is still opportunity in (and moral responsibility to deliver on) greater gender equality, particularly in some parts of the innovation ecosystem. There are only seven women for each ten men in the labor force worldwide.\textsuperscript{106} Less than twenty percent of firms worldwide are managed by women.\textsuperscript{107} Despite the fact that the proportion of women over 25 with tertiary education in the US was higher than the proportion of men with that level of education in 2010,\textsuperscript{108} the proportion of US patents including at least one woman inventor was still only 18.8 percent in that year, and under 8 percent of all patents have women as primary inventors, with particularly stark gaps in engineering-related patents.\textsuperscript{109} Worldwide, only 23 percent of international patents list a woman as one of the innovators.\textsuperscript{110} Given discrimination, it is perhaps not surprising that Kalyani finds women and ethnic minorities file patents which are more creative (linked to greater firm productivity) than others in the US.\textsuperscript{111}

Equalizing the opportunity to innovate across countries might have even larger effects. Many participants in the International Math Olympiad competition for young mathematical talents go on to successful academic careers. But Olympiad participants from a low-income country go on to produce

\textsuperscript{110} WIPO https://www.wipo.int/women-and-ip/en/news/2022/news_0001.html#text=In%202021%2C%20women%20were%20listed%25%20and%202021%20(17.7%29 accessed 10/28/2022.
35% fewer mathematics publications (and those publications are less cited) than an equally-scoring Olympiad participant from a high-income country. It is not that they simply chose to excel elsewhere than academia—although fewer do end up as professors. Instead, suggest study authors Ruchir Agarwal and Patrick Gaule, these talents simply become ‘invisible.’ If we could fix the global problem of invisible talent, we could considerably increase knowledge generation at the frontier.

An expanding base of quality research institutions in developing countries approaching the technology frontier is a sign that this problem is already diminishing. Using the imperfect measure of resident patent applications per million people, in developing countries this has climbed from 4.5 to 168 per year between 1985 and 2015, or from one percent of the high-income patenting rate to 25 percent of the high-income patenting rate. But that is still a big gap, and removing China from the developing country data makes it considerably larger still.

Moving potential innovators and entrepreneurs to frontier countries is an additional way to achieve the same result of increased potential to innovate. The greater productivity of leading researchers in the US and the global spillover benefits of knowledge creation suggests greater US openness to researchers would be of considerable worldwide benefit. First generation immigrants create about 25% of new firms in the US and account for between a fifth and a third of the global stock of Nobel Prize winners and Fields Medalists (awarded to leading mathematicians).

Charles Jones estimates that if the global population of researchers increased by a factor of 7 over the course of the century that could add 0.4 percent a year to growth rates. This should be comparatively straightforward in a world of increasing wealth, gender equality and greater freedom of movement.

Still, at some point, even if we trend toward Jones’ target, the growth in researcher numbers will begin to decline. Indeed, research intensity is already rising more slowly than it was: For the OECD, research employment grew at 4.1% per year 1981–2003 but only 2.8% per year since then. And migration may be only a temporary fix. Worldwide, there is an inverted u-shaped relationship between emigrant stocks and income, peaking at a per capita GDP of about $10,000 dollars. By 2050, more than 70 percent of the global population will live in a country with a GDP per capita that is greater than that, and if the current relationship persists, this suggests a declining stock of global immigrants to power innovation in countries at the technological frontier.
Perhaps eventually artificial minds will come to the rescue, but progress in artificial intelligence challenges appears to be limited even in an age of rapid growth in computing power: while more powerful computers explain 49%-94% of the performance improvements that computers have demonstrated in playing Chess and Go, predicting the weather, folding proteins and oil exploration, it has taken an exponential increase in computing power to get linear improvements in outcomes.\textsuperscript{117} This frustrated ambition may help explain the recent outbreak of violence at a Russian chess competition between a robot and a seven year old boy, in which the robot grabbed the finger of its human opponent and broke it: an approach to victory potentially requiring less processing power.\textsuperscript{118} Robots aren’t currently delivering anything like the kind of research productivity impact required to make up for the slowdown in the growth rate of innovators, and there is little sign of that changing soon.\textsuperscript{119}

**Conclusion**

It is far from impossible we will see a reverse to a period of greater material scarcity on the one hand or toward greater capacity to both produce and consume material and non-material progress on the other.

Progress may not remain relatively unconstrained by ‘natural limits.’ The developing world is still seeing rising material consumption, and a major question for the future is whether our progress in efficiency will be fast enough to make a high quality of life for all globally sustainable. Beyond greenhouse gasses, wild fish catch has begun to fall not because of limits to demand but because fish stocks are so depleted it is hard to find more.\textsuperscript{120} On land, we are yet to reach peak soil loss and we are some way from slowing species extinction.

But there is at least a path to high-income sustainability where the world finds itself in what British economist Kate Raworth calls the ‘donut’: consumption sufficient for all to enjoy material abundance, generated without overstepping planetary environmental boundaries.\textsuperscript{121} The technological change we’re still relatively good at—the material change—is what is really important for keeping human populations within ‘carrying capacities.’

Combined with a rapidly peaking global population that suggests, if there is a ‘progress problem,’ it is probably not primarily one involving humanity’s relationship with nature. In fact, while it is far more common to worry about the negative externalities of humans, in a world of declining population,

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{120} Our World in Data Fish and Fishing https://ourworldindata.org/fish-and-overfishing accessed 10/28/2022.
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we should be more increasingly worried about the positive externalities going away. If Simon was right 40 years ago, he is increasingly right today.

An aging, declining human population faces an ever-harder challenge to find new ideas. Sustaining the rate of progress we have grown used to will take change: medical advance may well extend our period of peak creative capacity, supported by greater artificial intelligence. And perhaps we will reverse course in fertility trends so that there will be more people to live longer and more creative lives. We can fix the problem that boys born to rich, white parents living in a rich country still have magnitudes the chance to grow up to build a global company or invent a new cancer drug than do minority girls born to relatively poor parents in the poorest countries. The more we level up the global opportunity to innovate, the longer rapid progress can continue—perhaps for centuries.

Furthermore, even if that doesn’t happen, relative stagnation will itself spread slowly, and is a sign of our earlier pace. Dieter Vollrath’s book on the demographic and other forces behind slower growth in the US is subtitled “Why a stagnant economy is a sign of success” and there’s a lot to that: it reflects womens’ emancipation from the burden of large families and a lifetime of child-care and the fact that our material desires are reaching sufficient satiation that we’d rather spend our money on baristas making us frappucinos.

So while the central forecast for the world is for measured deceleration rather than the galactic fantasies of the techno-utopians, it is also a long way from the squalid sub-slum nightmares of much Hollywood futurology. And as that still means generations of ten billion living lives of a quality beyond the dreams of their ancestors, it isn’t a bad place to end up. We will have quite enough of the ultimate resource to sustain that, at least.